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Disrupting the Supplementary Motor Area Makes Physical
Effort Appear Less Effortful

X Alexandre Zénon, Mariam Sidibé, and Etienne Olivier
Institute of Neuroscience, University of Louvain, 1200 Brussels, Belgium

The perception of physical effort is relatively unaffected by the suppression of sensory afferences, indicating that this function relies
mostly on the processing of the central motor command. Neural signals in the supplementary motor area (SMA) correlate with the
intensity of effort, suggesting that the motor signal involved in effort perception could originate from this area, but experimental evidence
supporting this view is still lacking. Here, we tested this hypothesis by disrupting neural activity in SMA, in primary motor cortex (M1),
or in a control site by means of continuous theta-burst transcranial magnetic stimulation, while measuring effort perception during grip
forces of different intensities. After each grip force exertion, participants had the opportunity to either accept or refuse to replicate the
same effort for varying amounts of reward. In addition to the subjective rating of perceived exertion, effort perception was estimated on
the basis of the acceptance rate, the effort replication accuracy, the influence of the effort exerted in trial t on trial t�1, and pupil dilation.
We found that disruption of SMA activity, but not of M1, led to a consistent decrease in effort perception, whatever the measure used to
assess it. Accordingly, we modeled effort perception in a structural equation model and found that only SMA disruption led to a
significant alteration of effort perception. These findings indicate that effort perception relies on the processing of a signal originating
from motor-related neural circuits upstream of M1 and that SMA is a key node of this network.
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Introduction
Intense physical activity leads to the perception of exertion (Borg,
1982; Liu et al., 2002; van Duinen et al., 2007). For a long time,
effort perception was conceptualized according to the “afferent
feedback model,” which posits that effort perception relies on the
sensory information originating from the organs involved in ef-
fort. However, this view has been challenged by a series of find-
ings, summarized by Marcora (2009). Indeed, the suppression of
the sensory afferences after heart or lung transplant, or epidural
anesthesia, does not impact on the sensation of effort (Braith et
al., 1992; Smith et al., 2003; Zhao et al., 2003; Marcora, 2009).
Additionally, when inducing muscular weakness by curare in-
jection while maintaining the muscular contraction constant,
effort perception is increased (Gallagher et al., 2001), suggest-
ing that it originates from the central motor command, which
has to increase to compensate for the neuromuscular junction
blockade.

These findings advocate that the perception of effort depends
on a copy of the motor command sent directly to the somatosen-
sory cortex (McCloskey, 1981; Proske, 2005; Marcora, 2009; de
Morree et al., 2012). However, evidence for this transfer of infor-
mation remains indirect, and its origin remains unknown, even
though some authors have suggested it could emerge from struc-
tures located upstream to primary motor cortex (M1; Ellaway et
al., 2004; Proske, 2005). The motor signal involved in effort per-
ception should carry information about the intensity of muscle
contraction, and supplementary motor area (SMA) fulfills these
conditions. Indeed, functional neuroimaging studies (Dettmers
et al., 1995; Dai et al., 2001; Cramer et al., 2002; Pessiglione et al.,
2007; Spraker et al., 2007; Ward et al., 2007) have consistently
found a relationship between grip force intensity and SMA acti-
vation, albeit this relationship is weaker at the single-cell level
(Cadoret and Smith, 1997). In addition, SMA has direct projec-
tions to the somatosensory cortex (Jürgens, 1984), its online dis-
ruption with transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) led to
increased grip force during a precision grip task (White et al.,
2013), and it is involved in predicting the sensory consequences
of voluntary actions (Haggard and Whitford, 2004).

To investigate the role of SMA in effort perception, we as-
sessed the consequences of a perturbation of M1, SMA, or a con-
trol site (CTR) by means of continuous theta burst stimulation
(cTBS; Huang et al., 2005), on the perception of effort during
power grips of different intensities. We gathered five different
measures of effort perception. (1) The rate of perceived exertion
(RPE) is considered a standard measure of subjective physical
effort perception (Borg, 1982). (2) The rate of replication, repre-
senting how often the participants were willing to replicate a
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given effort (Körding et al., 2004) for varying amounts of reward,
is thought to also reflect the subjective cost of effort (Prévost et al.,
2010; Wardle et al., 2011). (3) The pupil size has been shown to be
a valid psychophysiological marker of effort perception (Zénon
et al., 2014). (4) We used the effort replication intensity in the
absence of visual feedback as an indirect measure of effort per-
ception (Flanagan et al., 2003). (5) Finally, we used the force
prediction in trial t�1, indicating how the perception of effort in
trial t affected the effort in trial t�1, as another variable to esti-
mate force perception (Westling and Johansson, 1984).

Materials and Methods
Subjects. A total of 12 healthy volunteers (five women; age range, 22–31
years) were recruited for this study. All participants were right-handed
and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Before testing, all sub-
jects provided us with written informed consent. Each participant also
completed a standard medical questionnaire to identify possible contra-
indications to TMS (Keel et al., 2001; Davare et al., 2012). All experimen-
tal procedures were approved by the local ethics committees and in full
accordance with the guidelines in the Declaration of Helsinki.

Task and procedure. Each subject was tested during three sessions,
separated by at least 2 d, during which a different cTBS site was targeted:
M1, SMA, and a CTR located symmetrically to SMA with respect to the
vertex and corresponding to the precuneus (see below). The order of the
stimulation sites was counterbalanced between subjects. Each session
consisted first in four blocks, followed by cTBS application, and then
followed by four additional blocks. Each block consisted of 28 trials and
lasted �4 min. In addition, to acquaint the subjects with the setup and
task, the first experimental session started with a familiarization block.

Participants were comfortably seated in front of a 19 inch CRT screen
at a 52 cm distance and held a custom-made hand dynamometer in their
right hand. The display and control of the task and data acquisition were
both performed on the same PC running Matlab (Mathworks) and the
Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997). The participants had their
head resting on a chinrest to restrict head movements and to allow pupil
size measurement, performed by means of an Eyelink 1000� eye tracker.
To take account of the muscular fatigue, and to adjust the difficulty of the

task to the ability of each participant, all the power grip force intensities
were defined in proportion to the maximal voluntary contraction
(MVC) measured at the beginning of each block; to do so, the subjects
were asked to squeeze the dynamometer as hard as possible before each
new block. During this assessment, the contraction lasted for 3 s, a sound
signal marking the beginning and the end of each contraction. No visual
feedback was provided during the contraction. There were two attempts,
each followed by the display of a score on the screen, indicating the
maximal force exerted by the subject. The best of both MVC values was
used to adjust the grip force intensities that the participant had to per-
form in the subsequent block.

Each trial was composed of two separate steps (Fig. 1). The subjects
had to squeeze the dynamometer with one of the following force levels:
10, 23, 37, or 50% of the MVC, randomized across trials. Trial onset was
indicated by a beep, and participants had to squeeze the dynamometer to
reach the target force level, which had to be maintained for 3 s. The time
spent exerting a force below the imposed level was not accounted for.
Participants were provided with an on-line visual feedback (Fig. 1A)
informing them about the force they were producing and about how long
they had maintained, and still had to maintain, the appropriate force.
The on-line visual feedback of the force produced was relative to the force
required, such that the force threshold to be reached for that particular
trial corresponded to the midlevel of the gauge shown on the screen.
Consequently, the absolute level of force to be produced was never di-
rectly indicated to the participants. After having successfully achieved the
first step, participants were informed about the reward gained for this
first effort (Fig. 1A); the reward varied randomly between 0 and 32 cents.

Participants were then asked whether they wanted to replicate the
same effort to double their reward. The subjects responded with the left
hand by pressing the “Q” key on a computer keyboard for refusal or the
“S” key for approval. Upon acceptance, they were asked to replicate the
same effort, but without any visual feedback. During effort replication,
only the auditory feedback about effort initiation and completion was
provided. The final reward depended on the accuracy of the effort repli-
cation during the second contraction, measured by comparing the inte-
grals of the force applied during the two contractions. An index of force
replication accuracy was computed as 1 � �(force integral 1 � force
integral 2)/(force integral 1 � force integral 2)� and used as a multiplica-

Figure 1. Schematic depiction of the task. A, The force level to be reached was indicated by the top bar of the red rectangle shown on the right of the computer screen. When the contraction was
initiated, the participants were provided with a feedback about the force being applied in the form of a light blue rectangle shown on the left of the screen, whose height was proportional to the grip
force. The feedback was relative to the required grip force, not to its absolute value, such that the top bar of the red rectangle was always at the same level (see Materials and Methods). As soon as
the required force was reached, i.e., when the blue rectangle exceeded the top bar of the red rectangle, the red rectangle was progressively filled with green color, at a constant speed. The contraction
was completed when the red rectangle was completely filled with green color, which occurred after a total contraction duration of 3 s. In 24 of 28 trials per block, after the first contraction, participants
were asked whether they wanted to replicate their effort to double the amount of monetary reward received for the first contraction, which varied pseudo-randomly between trials. The second
contraction was performed in the absence of visual feedback. The final reward received depended on the accuracy of the force replication (see Materials and Methods). B, In the remaining four trials
of the block (one per effort intensity condition), the participants were asked to rate their subjective perception of the effort exerted during the first contraction on the Rate of Perceived Exertion Scale,
which ranges from 6 to 20 (Borg, 1982).
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tive factor to determine the final reward. When the participants rejected
the effort replication, they moved directly to the next trial. Finally, in four
randomly picked trials in each block, subjects were asked to rate the
perception of the effort just performed by means of the RPE scale (Borg,
1982) shown on the screen (Fig. 1B).

cTBS application and site localization. We assessed the motor threshold
before each session. We used single-pulse TMS (Magstim stimulator)
applied over left M1 to elicit motor-evoked potentials (MEPs) in the right
hand. The coil was placed tangentially on the scalp backward and laterally
at a 45° angle away from the midline. EMG response of the right flexor
digitorum superficialis muscle was recorded. The site that caused the
MEPs was identified as the motor hot spot. Afterward, we determined the
minimum output intensity leading to five MEPs higher than 50 �V in 10
consecutive stimulations.

The location of the motor hot spot was then used as the M1 stimula-
tion site. The exact coordinates of this site were determined by means of
a coregistration procedure (Noirhomme et al., 2002). For the other stim-
ulation sites, we used anatomical landmarks on the 3D brain reconstruc-
tion to localize the targeted areas. The left SMA stimulation site was
localized at the level of the first sulcus anterior to M1 (Picard and Strick,
1996). For this stimulation site, the coil was maintained horizontal and
pointed leftward. The CTR corresponded to the precuneus and was de-
termined as the point symmetrical to SMA, along the rostrocaudal axis,
with a line of symmetry passing through the most medial part of M1. For
CTR stimulation, the coil was also held horizontal and pointing leftward.
For each participant, the coordinates of each cTBS site were projected
onto an individual brain MRI, which was then normalized onto the
Talairach space. The mean cTBS location coordinates were �5.5 � 2.9,
�51.7 � 5.8, and 61.3 � 4.6 (x, y, and z � SD) for the control site;
�23.8 � 5, �25.2 � 3.9, and 67.3 � 1.5 for M1; and �5 � 2, �10.1 �
4.3, and 67.2 � 2.4 for SMA (Fig. 2). The coordinates for SMA and M1
are consistent with those of activation sites reported in the functional
neuroimaging literature (Picard and Strick, 1996; Indovina and Sanes,
2001). In particular, all the SMA sites were posterior to the vertical ante-
rior commissure (VAC) line, which defines the limit between SMA-

proper and pre-SMA (Picard and Strick, 1996). The CTR site is
commonly used in experiments targeting SMA or pre-SMA (Koch et al.,
2005; Kwan et al., 2007; Duque et al., 2013; Soutschek et al., 2013). The
cTBS protocol (Huang et al., 2005) consisted of bursts of three pulses at
50 Hz (i.e., 20 ms between each stimulus) repeated with intervals of 200
ms (i.e., 5 Hz). A total of 600 pulses were applied during 40 s of uninter-
rupted trains at an intensity of 80% of the motor threshold.

Statistical analyses. We considered five different estimators of effort
perception. RPE corresponded to the standard RPE scale used to estimate
subjective effort perception (Borg, 1982). RATE OF REPLICATION in-
dicated the probability of accepting to replicate the first contraction given
the effort required and the reward proposed. For a given reward level, a
high rate of replication indicated a contraction perceived as requiring low
effort. A similar approach, in which participants had to choose between
efforts with different combinations of intensity and duration, has been
validated as a means to evaluate the utility function of motor actions, i.e.,
the subjective cost of effort (Körding et al., 2004). The use of monetary
reward as a common value system with which effort costs have to be
balanced has also been used repeatedly in previous studies (Prévost et al.,
2010; Wardle et al., 2011). PUPIL SIZE, a measure of arousal and auto-
nomic activation (Szabadi, 2013), corresponded to the peak-to-peak dif-
ference in pupil size during the first contraction, which is indicative of the
perception of physical effort (Zénon et al., 2014). The pupil response was
first normalized by subtracting, from each trial signal, the average of the
pupil size from a baseline time window, computed over 1 s before the first
contraction, and by dividing it by the SD of this baseline pupil size. Then
the minimum of this pupil response reached between the onset and the
end of the first contraction was gathered and subtracted from its maxi-
mum, leading to the peak-to-peak value.

In addition to the three abovementioned variables, which are well
established correlates of effort perception, we also included two new
variables whose relationship to effort perception has not been directly
demonstrated so far. First, EFFORT REPLICATION INTENSITY (ERI)
corresponded to the average force applied during the second contraction.
Since the second contraction was performed in the absence of visual
feedback, it depended exclusively on how the effort was perceived during
the first contraction (Flanagan et al., 2003): a large ERI implied that the
first contraction had been perceived as requiring a large level of effort.
Second, force prediction in trial t�1 represented how the force exerted in
trial t influenced the early phase of the first contraction performed in trial
t�1. The rationale of this measure was that the force exerted in a given
trial should lead to the expectation of the next effort being similar (Wes-
tling and Johansson, 1984; Pashler and Baylis, 1991; Witney et al., 2000).
Thus, if a contraction was perceived as effortful, it should have affected
the initiation of the next contraction, before any visual feedback could
correct the grip force intensity, leading to larger peaks of the grip force
and of its derivatives. To account for this effect, we first regressed the t�1
peak of grip force (gft�1) and its first (gf�t�1) and second (gf�t�1) deriv-
atives on the grip force exerted in trial t. This regression was performed
separately for each subject. From the three regression coefficients ob-
tained, we inferred the value of the grip force in trial t from the actual
values of the gf, gf�, and gf� in trial t�1. Therefore, the value obtained by
applying the regression coefficients to the observed grip force in t�1
provided an estimate of the grip force in trial t, according to the average
intertrial effect. The larger the force prediction in trial t�1, the more
effortful the contraction in trial t was inferred to be perceived. Since we
found that the decision of the participant to reproduce trial t did not
impact on the value of the force prediction in trial t�1 (general linear
model with first contraction intensity and acceptance as predictors: ac-
ceptance: F(1,11) � 0.01, p 	 0.97; interaction: F(3,33) 	 0.17, p 	 0.92),
we included both accepted and rejected trials in the estimate of the force
prediction in trial t�1.

Finally, to validate the use of ERI and force prediction in trial t�1 as
measures of effort perception, we ran general linear models with contrac-
tion intensity as the categorical predictor and RPE as the continuous
predictor. We found that variables increased significantly with contrac-
tion intensity (force prediction in trial t�1: F(3,33) 	 2.94, p 	 0.032; ERI:
F(3,33) 	 14.25, p � 0.0001) and, importantly, varied in proportion to the
RPE (force prediction in trial t�1: F(1,11) 	 4.45, p 	 0.048; ERI: F(1,11) 	

Figure 2. Localization of the cTBS sites in the 12 participants for the SMA (green), M1 (red),
and control (blue) conditions. These coordinates were obtained by projecting the stimulation
sites onto the individual brain MRI of each participant, which was then normalized into the
Talairach space.
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4.39, p 	 0.043), indicating that these two new variables were indeed
valid estimators of effort perception.

For all variables except the rate of replication, we performed repeated-
measures ANOVAs (RM-ANOVAs) with the Statistica software (version
7.1, 2005; StatSoft). These analyses were performed on the difference
between the values of the effort perception variables obtained before and
after cTBS application. All analyses included the factor cTBS site (CTR,
SMA, and M1) and the effort intensity condition (10, 23, 37, or 50% of
MVC). For the rate of replication, which is a binomial variable, we con-
ducted a logistic linear mixed model with the R software (R Development
Core Team, n.d.) in which subjects were included as random factors. In
addition to the factors mentioned above for the RM-ANOVAs, we also
included the pre–post factor (differentiating the blocks performed before
or after cTBS application) and the reward parameter (from 0 to 32 cents).
We started systematically with full models, including all the fixed-effect
variables that were potentially relevant in the analysis. The structure of
the random effect (intercepts and slopes of the fixed effects) was then
compared in increasing order of complexity by means of an analysis of
deviance. More complex models that did not differ significantly from
simpler ones on the basis of a � 2 test on deviance were discarded, and the
simpler model was then kept for further processing.

Finally, we built a structural equation model, a multivariate analysis
technique that allows us to model latent variables, which are not observed
directly, from a series of measured variables. In addition, it allows us to
test how different variables affect each other, according to a path diagram
that represents a plausible relationship between these variables. In the
present case, effort perception was modeled as a latent variable, which
depended on our five observed variables (effort replication intensity,
force prediction in trial t�1, pupil size, RPE, rate of replication) and
which was regressed on the power grip force applied during the first effort
and the PRE–POST condition (see Fig. 5). The effect of cTBS was in-
cluded as two variables whose value was 1 after cTBS application on SMA
(variable SMApost) or on M1 (variable M1post), and zero otherwise. The
control cTBS condition was indicated by a value of zero in both the
SMApost and M1post variables. These analyses were performed with
the R Toolbox Lavaan (Rosseel, 2012). We standardized each observed
variable session-wise and averaged the values within each block. To take
account of the non-normality of our data, we applied the same transfor-
mation to our variables as described above for the RM-ANOVAs, we
arcsine-root transformed (Ahrens et al., 1990) the rate of replication, and
we used a robust maximum likelihood estimator (White, 1982) for the
structural equation model.

Results
We first verified whether cTBS affected the MVC, which was
used, before each block, to determine the intensity of all subse-
quent contractions (see Materials and Methods). We ran an
RM-ANOVA with BLOCK (1– 4), PRE- versus POST-cTBS con-
dition, and cTBS SITE as predictor variables and grip force as a
dependent variable (Table 1). We found a significant effect of
BLOCK and of the PRE- and POST-cTBS factors, uncovering the
buildup of fatigue during the task (BLOCK: F(9,99) 	 9.47, p 	
0.0001; PRE- and POST-cTBS: F(1,11) 	 8.13, p 	 0.016). How-

ever, there was no cTBS SITE main effect (F(2,22) 	 0.33, p 	
0.72), and the interaction between the cTBS SITE and the PRE-
and POST-cTBS factors was not significant (F(2,22) 	 0.67, p 	
0.52), indicating that the MVC was not significantly affected by
cTBS application.

We then looked at the effect of cTBS on the five different
measurements of effort perception collected during this experi-
ment. For the four continuous variables (i.e., excluding the rate of
replication), we performed an RM-ANOVA on the difference
between the values gathered in the PRE-cTBS and POST-cTBS
blocks with the cTBS SITE and EFFORT INTENSITY (10, 23, 37,
or 50% of the MVC) as independent variables (Fig. 3). All vari-
ables were first z-scored subject-wise to correct for differences in
mean and variance between subjects. They were then averaged
per subject, EFFORT INTENSITY, and cTBS SITE conditions,
except for variables that differed too much from normality, as
assessed through examination of the histogram and Q-Q plot of
the residuals (effort replication intensity, force prediction in trial
t�1), for which the median was used instead of the mean. The
RM-ANOVA showed a significant main effect of cTBS SITE on
effort replication intensity (F(2,22) 	 3.712, p 	 0.040), pupil size
(F(2,22) 	 6.16, p 	 0.008), and RPE (F(2,22) 	 6.08, p 	 0.008).
Tukey’s-corrected post hoc comparisons showed a significant de-
crease in RPE (p 	 0.014), pupil size (p 	 0.006), and effort
replication intensity (p 	 0.032) after SMA cTBS compared with
the control site. In addition, the RPE also decreased with respect
to the control site condition after M1 cTBS application (p 	
0.019). The analysis performed on force prediction in trial t�1
uncovered a significant EFFORT INTENSITY 
 cTBS SITE in-
teraction (F(6,66) 	 2.51, p 	 0.03) in which a significant differ-
ence was found between the SMA and control condition for the
two lower-effort conditions (Tukey’s post hoc tests: all p values
�0.015). All the Mauchly’s tests performed to check for the vio-
lation of the sphericity assumption were negative (all p values
�0.15).

Because of its binomial distribution, the analysis of the rate of
replication was performed in a different way, namely by using
generalized linear mixed models (see Materials and Methods). In
the full model, we included the REWARD (from 0 to 32 cents)
and EFFORT (10, 23, 37, or 50% of the MVC) conditions as
continuous variables, the cTBS SITE (control, SMA, M1) and
PRE–POST (before or after cTBS) as categorical variables, and
subject indices as random variables. We found that removing the
cTBS variable from this model resulted in a significant increase in
deviance (� 2 test: � 2 	 558.89, p � 0.0001), indicating that the
cTBS condition impacted the rate of replication significantly.
When looking at individual fixed effects, we found a significant
effect of EFFORT INTENSITY (z 	 �4.251, p � 0.0001; Fig. 4A)
and REWARD (z 	 5.976, p � 0.0001; Fig. 4A) and a significant
change in these effects after cTBS, regardless of the site of stimu-
lation (PRE–POST 
 effort: z 	 2.422, p 	 0.0154; PRE–POST 

reward: z 	 �2.02, p 	 0.0434; Fig. 4B). Most importantly, we
found a PRE–POST 
 REWARD 
 SITE interaction showing
that the SMA cTBS condition resulted in a significant increase in
the effect of REWARD on acceptance rate (z 	 2.166, p 	 0.03).
In particular, the acceptance rate increased more with reward
after SMA cTBS than in all other conditions (Fig. 4B).

To gain a more comprehensive view of the effect of cTBS on
effort perception, we used structural equation modeling (see Ma-
terials and Methods and Fig. 5) to model effort perception as a
latent variable, which depended on the five measurements de-
scribed above (effort replication intensity, force prediction in
trial t�1, pupil size, RPE, and rate of replication). This latent

Table 1. Maximal voluntary contraction values (PSI, mean � SE)

Control SMA M1

Pre-TMS
Block 1 4.27 � 0.57 4.05 � 0.70 4.67 � 0.55
Block 2 3.81 � 0.54 3.73 � 0.63 3.92 � 0.40
Block 3 3.89 � 0.54 3.63 � 0.66 3.56 � 0.42
Block 4 3.82 � 0.46 3.64 � 0.61 3.43 � 0.34

Post-TMS
Block 5 3.98 � 0.59 3.54 � 0.56 3.84 � 0.55
Block 6 3.44 � 0.55 3.36 � 0.51 3.20 � 0.40
Block 7 3.73 � 0.56 3.40 � 0.49 3.23 � 0.40
Block 8 3.61 � 0.54 3.67 � 0.58 3.17 � 0.33
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effort perception variable was regressed on the exogenous vari-
ables PRE–POST (before vs after cTBS application), SMApost
(after SMA cTBS application), M1post (after M1 cTBS applica-
tion), and gf1 (effort actually exerted during the first contrac-
tion). We found that this model provided a good fit to the data
[standardized root mean square residual, 0.031 (should be
�0.05); root mean square error of approximation, 0.071 (should
be �0.08); comparative fit index, 0.968 (should be �0.9)], that
each of the five variables contributed significantly to the effort
perception variable (all p values �0.0001), and that SMA cTBS
(z 	 �2.174, p 	 0.03) but not M1 cTBS (z 	 0.382, p 	 0.702)
significantly decreased effort perception (Fig. 5).

Discussion
In the present experiment, we found that disrupting SMA activ-
ity, but not that of M1, led to alterations in the perception of a
physical effort. Because effort perception cannot be directly mea-
sured, its assessment has to rely on subjective reports or indirect
evaluations, which may be affected by confounding factors such
as motivation, autonomic tone, the pain caused by the effort, etc.
Therefore, we decided to combine multiple measurements, as-
suming their potential flaws should cancel each other out. These
effort perception measurements were either explicit, consisting
of asking the participants to rate their perceived level of exertion,
or implicit, in which we looked at the accuracy of effort replica-
tion, the probability of accepting to replicate the prior effort, the

increase in pupil size, and the characteristics of the power grip
force exerted in the next trial. Remarkably, we found a consistent
alteration of all these different effort perception measurements
after SMA cTBS. Finally, we performed a structural equation
modeling analysis in which a latent effort perception variable was
created, representing the variations that were common to the five
variables intended to measure the effort perception. This latent
variable was then regressed on the initial grip force and TMS
conditions. We found that only SMA disruption led to a signifi-
cant decrease in the latent effort perception variable.

cTBS is thought to induce a prolonged but reversible decrease
in neural excitability in the targeted area (Di Lazzaro et al., 2005;
Huang et al., 2005), probably through a combination of long-
term depression and long-term potentiation mechanisms
(Huang et al., 2005; Stagg et al., 2009), even though a significant
between-subject variability in its effects has been reported
(Hamada et al., 2013). In the present experiment, the application
of cTBS over the SMA resulted presumably in a reduction of its
output signal. Whereas the effect of this decreased output signal
on RPE, pupil size, and acceptance rate can be interpreted
straightforwardly in terms of decreased effort perception, the in-
terpretation of the effect we found on the remaining two effort
perception variables, namely effort replication intensity and force
prediction in trial t�1, requires more caution. Regarding effort
replication intensity, if the cTBS manipulation had affected effort

Figure 3. Continuous measurements of effort perception. Each column corresponds to a different effort perception variable. Error bars indicate the SEM. Top row, Relationship between each
variable and the effort intensity condition. Bottom row, Changes observed in the four continuous variables after cTBS application to each of the three cTBS sites. Main effects of cTBS sites are
illustrated for all variables except the force prediction in trial t�1, in which the EFFORT INTENSITY
 cTBS SITE interaction is shown instead, because this was the only significant result obtained from
the statistical analysis.

Figure 4. Acceptance rate. A, Color plot of the acceptance rate as a function of the REWARD and EFFORT INTENSITY conditions. Color values indicate the acceptance rate, as indicated by the color
bar. It can be seen from this plot that the reward condition influenced the acceptance rate more than the effort intensity condition. B, Color plots of the change in acceptance rate after cTBS
application in each of the cTBS SITE conditions.
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perception in the same way during the
first and second contractions, we would
have expected no effect of cTBS on effort
replication intensity since both contrac-
tions would have been performed under
the same force-effort relationship. The
fact that we actually found an effect of
cTBS on the effort replication intensity
can only be understood if we consider
that, because the first contraction was per-
formed under visual feedback, any de-
crease in SMA output was probably
compensated by other motor-related
areas, possibly the premotor cortex. Dur-
ing replication, since such feedback-
dependent compensation was impossible,
it led to a decrease in the grip force inten-
sity. The same reasoning applies to the
case of force prediction in trial t�1, which
is based on the properties of the grip force
onset, before any visual feedback could be
taken into account.

The notion that a copy of the motor
command is sent to sensory cortex is akin
to the concept of the efference copy, pro-
posed in forward models of motor control
(Wolpert and Miall, 1996). Efference cop-
ies are duplicates of the motor command
thought to be used to generate a predic-
tion of the consequences of the action,
which can then be compared with reaffer-
ent information (Wolpert and Miall,
1996). Efference copies should permit,
among other things, the allocation of at-
tention to stimuli that are not anticipated
by our own actions (Blakemore et al.,
2000; Pynn and DeSouza, 2013), the attri-
bution of agency to self-generated move-
ments (David et al., 2008), and motor
learning (Wolpert and Miall, 1996). The
finding that electrical stimulation of SMA
leads to the perception of the urge to move
(Fried et al., 1991) and that SMA disruption interferes with the
sensory suppression of self-generated actions (Haggard and
Whitford, 2004) have been viewed as evidence for the existence of
an efference copy originating from SMA, thereby going along the
same line as our present findings. Besides, indirect evidence for
efference copies have been reported in other brain structures such
as ventral premotor cortex (Christensen et al., 2007) and poste-
rior parietal cortex, more specifically the angular gyrus (Farrer et
al., 2008; Desmurget et al., 2009; Chambon et al., 2013, 2014). In
contrast, and also in agreement with our findings, the output
from M1 might not be available to sensory areas (Chronicle and
Glover, 2003; Ellaway et al., 2004). It is noteworthy that the idea
of a transmission of information from SMA to somatosensory
cortex, which we propose in the present study, is more general
than the concept of efference copy in the sense that it does not
imply specifically the existence of a forward model of motor con-
trol, which remains controversial (Friston, 2011). However, it
cannot be excluded that, in addition to the SMA, premotor and
posterior parietal cortex could also contribute to effort perception.
But because of the lack of evidence in the literature for a correlation
between effort intensity and activity in these regions, we chose not to

target other brain areas in the present study, and thus we cannot
conclude on their potential role in effort perception.

After M1 cTBS, the force applied during the first contraction,
under visual control, was successfully maintained above the
threshold despite the decrease in excitability, presumably thanks
to an increase in the input to M1. If this compensatory increase in
M1 input were relayed to the brain areas involved in effort per-
ception, we would have expected an increase in the perception of
effort, since for a given grip force level, the magnitude of the effort
signal would have to be larger after M1 cTBS. Our finding that the
perception of effort did not change after M1 disruption, or even
more surprisingly decreased when assessed by using RPE, argues
against this hypothesis and suggests instead that the compensa-
tory increase must come from a neural circuit that does not take
part in the generation of the signal involved in effort perception.
Given the visual dependency of this compensatory signal, it could
arise from the posterior parietal cortex (Buneo and Andersen, 2006).

Finally, our failure to observe an effect of SMA disruption on
the intensity of the MVC suggests that the MVC does not rely on
effort perception. Indeed, the exact process that controls how the
MVC is reached remains unclear. In particular, the MVC could

Figure 5. Schema of the structural equation model. Top variables correspond to the exogenous, or independent, variables (prp
differentiates between the data collected before and after cTBS, M1 indicates data collected after M1 cTBS, SMA indicates data
collected after SMA cTBS, and gf1 is the average force exerted during the first contraction). The middle ellipse corresponds to the
latent effort perception variable, which is not directly observed but constructed on the basis of the covariance between the five
observed variables represented on the bottom of the figure (RoR, rate of replication; pupil, pupil size; t�1, force prediction at trial
t�1). The numbers indicated next to the arrows represent standardized path coefficients, and their level of significance is indi-
cated by the thickness of the corresponding arrow and by the number of asterisks (*p � 0.05; **p � 0.01; ***p � 0.001). Loop
arrows represent variance parameters, and dashed lines illustrate fixed variances/covariances. The direction of the arrows follows
the standard convention for the graphical representation of structural equation models and indicates the assumed direction of
causation.
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be either performed in open loop, by simply maximizing the
output of the motor system, or in closed loop, in which case the
motor output would be adjusted so as to maximize the percept of
effort. Previous studies have suggested that peripheral afferences
might intervene in such a closed-loop mechanism during MVC
(Kouzaki et al., 2000). However, the present findings, showing a
dissociation between effort perception and MVC intensity, argue
instead in favor of an open-loop process.

Numerous functional neuroimaging studies have found pos-
itive correlations between the intensity of muscular contractions
and SMA activation, a finding in agreement with the view that the
adjustment of effort intensity is under the control of SMA (Dett-
mers et al., 1995; Dai et al., 2001; Cramer et al., 2002; Pessiglione
et al., 2007; Spraker et al., 2007; Ward et al., 2007). More specif-
ically, effort-related changes in activation were reported in SMA-
proper while pre-SMA remained unaffected by the effort
condition (Cramer et al., 2002; Spraker et al., 2007). This is why,
in the present study, we chose to target SMA-proper by ensuring
that the cTBS target sites remained posterior to the VAC line
(Picard and Strick, 1996). Such a proportional relationship with
effort intensity was also found at the subcortical level in the sub-
thalamic nucleus, globus pallidus internus, and ventral thalamus
(Spraker et al., 2007), with which SMA is heavily interconnected
(Jürgens, 1984; Alexander and Crutcher, 1990). Moreover, le-
sions of the basal ganglia lead to decreases in grip forces when
executed in absence of visual feedback (Schmidt et al., 2008).
These observations, in addition to other behavioral and electro-
physiological results, has led some authors to propose that one of
the central functions of this cortical– basal ganglia–thalamus cir-
cuit is to control the gain of the motor response, i.e., the response
vigor (Turner and Desmurget, 2010). This circuit is altered in
Parkinson’s disease (PD), a disorder in which movement vigor is
dramatically decreased (Turner and Desmurget, 2010). In accor-
dance with this view, the symptoms of PD patients can be improved
by interfering with SMA either through direct cTBS application
(Shirota et al., 2013) or indirectly through M1 neurodisruption
(González-García et al., 2011). The present findings allow us to re-
fine this hypothesis by showing that a copy of the gain signal pro-
duced by this circuit is used to build the percept of effort.

Many disorders, such as chronic fatigue syndrome, traumatic
brain injury, multiple sclerosis, and others, are accompanied by
an increased sensation of fatigue, in which movements are sub-
jectively perceived as more effortful (DeLuca, 2005). In healthy
subjects, the activity of the SMA initially increases (Liu et al.,
2002; van Duinen et al., 2007) during the buildup of motor fa-
tigue, possibly reflecting the increase in the cost of motor effort
over time, but eventually decreases when fatigue becomes more
severe and the motor output starts to drop (Liu et al., 2002). In
addition, functional alterations of the SMA have been reported in
patients complaining of fatigue (Roelcke et al., 1997; Filippi et al.,
2002; Puri et al., 2010). Noninvasive neurodisruption of the SMA
could thus be considered as a potential therapeutic solution for treat-
ing the pathological fatigue associated with these diverse disorders.
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